
Engine Builders: Because some
automakers have extended the length of
oil drain intervals in their new vehicles it
is important to understand how to deter-
mine the correct oil change interval.

Looking in a vehicle owner’s manu-
al will provide you with the oil drain
interval that is prescribed by the engine
manufacturer. Oil drain interval is
determined by the engine type, drive
train, vehicle type and expected use.
Each OEM tests its own vehicles to
determine the proper drain interval.

Some OEM’s may have changed to
longer drain recommendations as
engines and motor oils are far more
advanced over those produced even a
few years ago. This is not always true,
so you should check the owner’s man-
ual for the specific drain interval for
every vehicle. Understanding the type
of driving a customer does with their
vehicle is also beneficial. Generally
speaking, most consumers drive a severe
cycle of short trip or stop-and-go type
travel, and using the
severe service drain
interval is recom-
mended. With sum-
mer typically leading
to increased travel,
people who use their
car, SUV or light duty
truck for towing
should also follow rec-
ommendations for
severe service.

There is not a
downside to more fre-
quent oil changes. A
shorter drain will pro-
vide the best defense
against harmful engine

deposits, better oil consumption con-
trol, improved fuel economy and lower
wear on engine parts. More frequent oil
changes may also help you discover a
more serious engine problem such as a
coolant leak before serious damage
occurs.

Engine deposits and
wear are slow, sure killers
of performance and
engine life. In most
cases, by the time you
are aware of an issue, the
damage has been done
and often cannot be
reversed without an
engine rebuild.

Changing the oil in a
vehicle at the appropri-
ate drain interval is the
easiest, most cost effec-
tive insurance against
lubricant related engine
damage.
–Provided by Pennzoil

Engine Builders:The AERA Technical
Committee offers the following infor-
mation regarding an engine oil leak on
2005-2007 Toyota and Lexus 3.5L
2GRFE engines. Some vehicle owners
may complain of oil leaks toward the
front of these engines.
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Lexus Models Affected BEFORE VIN NUMBERS
Model Plant Drivetrain Production change effective VIN
RX 350 TMK 2WD JTJGK31U*70006514
RX 350 TMK 4WD JTJHK31U*72021978
RX 350 TMMC 2WD 2T2GK31U*7C008611
RX 350 TMMC 4WD 2T2HK31U*7C014352
ES 350 TMK -- JTHBJ46G*72059251

Toyota Models Affected BEFORE VIN NUMBERS
Model Plant Drive Production change effective VIN
Camry (Built in Japan) Tsutsumi -- JTNBK46K*73001905
Avalon (05-06) TMMK -- 4T1BK36B*6U148357
RAV4 Tahara 2WD JTMZK3#V*65001305
RAV4 Tahara 4WD JTMBK3#V*65002993
RAV4 Shokki 2WD JTMBK3#V*66002059
RAV4 Shokki 4WD JTMZK3#V*66000398

Chart 1 Models, plants, drivetrain and affected VIN numbers of leaking Toyota/Lexus 3.5L engines.

Figure 1 Some owners of Toyota/Lexus 3.5L engines may
complain of oil leaks. Certain engines may have been built with
insufficient gasket sealing in the area indicated by the arrow.
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